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Using an Agent-Based Crime Simulation to Predict the 

Effects of Urban Regeneration on Individual Household 

Burglary Risk 

Abstract 

Making realistic predictions about the occurrence of crime is a challenging research area. City-wide 

crime patterns depend on the behaviour and interactions of a huge number of people (including victims, 

offenders, passers-by etc.) as well as a multitude of environmental factors. Modern criminology theory has 

highlighted the individual-level nature of crime – whereby overall crime rates emerge from individual 

crimes that are committed by individual people in individual places – but traditional modelling 

methodologies struggle to capture the complex dynamics of the system. The decision whether or not to 

commit a burglary, for example, is based on a person’s unique behavioural circumstances and the 

immediate surrounding environment.  

To address these problems, individual-level simulation techniques such as agent-based modelling have 

begun to spread to the field of criminology. These models simulate the behaviour of individual people and 

objects directly; virtual “agents” are placed in an environment that allows them to travel through space 

and time, behaving as they would do in the real world.  This paper will outline an advanced agent-based 

model that can be used to simulate occurrences of residential burglary at an individual-level. The 

behaviour within the model closely represents criminology theory and uses real-world data from the city 

of Leeds, UK, as an input. The paper demonstrates the use of the model to predict the effects of a real 

urban regeneration scheme on the local population of households. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

The analysis and prediction of crime continues to be a difficult task because the crime system* is so 

complex. City-wide crime patterns depend on the behaviour and interactions of a huge number of 

individuals (including victims, offenders, passers-by etc.) as well as numerous environmental influences. 

Opportunity theories in environmental criminology (Cohen and Felson, 1979; Brantingham and 

Brantingham, 1981b; Clarke and Cornish, 1985) highlight the individual-level nature of crime, wherby 

overall crime rates emerge from individual crimes that are committed by individual people in specific 

locations. With residential burglary, for example, The ‘individuals’ involved include the burglar(s) who 

commit the crime, other people in the vicinity of the crime and the property which is burgled; all 

embedded within the greater urban environment surrounding the event.  

An accurate model of crime will be able to account for all of these factors and simulate them directly 

at the level of the individual (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1993). However, most crime modelling 

research utilises models that cannot capture the complex dynamics of crime (Eck and Liu, 2008) – i.e. 

simulating the interactions between offenders, victims/guardians and the environment. To address these 

problems, individual-level simulation techniques such as agent-based modelling have begun to emerge in 

the field of criminology. These models simulate the behaviour of individual people and objects by placing 

virtual “agents” in an environment that allows them to travel and behave as they would do in the real 

world.  

This paper will outline an agent-based model (ABM) to simulate occurrences of residential burglary at 

an individual-level. The behaviour within the model closely represents criminology theory and uses real 

data from the city of Leeds. In the next section the relevant theories are discussed and Section 3 then 

outlines the model in detail. The study area and the data required as model inputs are outlined in Section 

4, while Section 5 describes the real-world scenario to which the model is applied. The results and their 

implications for local crime reduction practices are discussed in Section 6, followed by conclusions.  

2  CRIMINOLOGY THEORIES AND CRIME MODELLING 

A crime event is the product of a number of coinciding factors such as the motivations and behaviour 

of the criminal, the influence of the physical surroundings and the behaviour of the victim. Although this 

makes the crime system extremely complex, occurrences of crime are not random and a large body of 

literature has evolved to explain some of the patterns underlying  criminal occurrences. This study will 

draw upon these research findings to create a model that closely reflects current theoretical and empirical 

understanding of the burglary system. 

                                                        

* Here the crime system is defined as the set of components (e.g. the environment, victims, offenders, policy makers etc.) 

whose behaviours and interactions lead to the emergence of city-wide crime patterns. 
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2.1  Environmental Criminology and the Geography of Crime 

Since the pioneering work of Quetelet (1831) and Glyde (1856) in identifying the spatial patterning of 

crime occurrences, researchers have been progressively moving towards using smaller units of analysis. 

However, modern environmental criminology theories and recent empirical research (Bowers et al., 2003; 

Weisburd et al., 2004; Groff et al., 2009; Andresen and Malleson, 2011) suggest that even the smallest 

areal units of analysis (such as census output areas of less than 1000 people) hide important intra-area 

crime patterns. For example, it has been found that burglars choose individual homes based on their 

individual characteristics (Rengert and Wasilchick, 1985), which challenges assumptions of community or 

neighbourhood heterogeneity with respect to burglary risk. To address this, a trend of studying the micro 

places in which crime occurs has begun (e.g. Eck, 1995). 

The relationship between crime and its location is complex, which is expressed by Brantingham and 

Brantingham (1993) through the concept of an “environmental backcloth” that is so detailed as to have an 

“uncountable” number of elements. The backcloth includes physical features such as street networks, 

buildings and land-use types (Brantingham and Brantingham, 2008) and social elements that affect how 

residents or passers-by respond to a (potential) crime event. 

The first published environmental criminology theory (Andresen, 2010), routine activity theory, was 

developed by Cohen and Felson (1979) and states that a target, an offender and the absence of a capable 

guardian* must be present for a crime to occur. The convergence of these elements in the same space and 

time depends on peoples’ routine daily activities. For example, burglary occurrences generally correspond 

to times that houses are empty, e.g. while parents travel to school in the mornings and afternoons (Rengert 

and Wasilchick, 1985; Cromwell and Olson, 2005) or when students are attending university 

classes (Robinson and Robinson, 1997).  

A related theory that expands Hägerstrand’s (1970) time-geography concepts is the geometric theory 

of crime (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1981a; 1993). The theory considers how the routes used to 

travel around a city influence knowledge of the environment, behaviour, and the spatio-temporal locations 

in which offenders are likely to commit crime. For example, burglars do not search for targets at random 

but look for targets near important “nodes”, e.g. friends’ houses and leisure/work places  (Brantingham 

and Brantingham, 1993). Therefore, it is important to consider an individual’s awareness of their urban 

environment; they are likely to commit a crime where awareness overlaps with appropriate opportunities 

(as illustrated by Figure 1).  

 

                                                        

* Routine activity theory was later adapted to include the concepts of a “place” for the crime to occur, a “manager” of the 

place and a “handler” who watches over the offender (Felson, 2008). 
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Figure 1: Nodes, paths, edges and activity/opportunity spaces in the geometric theory of crime, adapted from Brantingham 

and Brantingham (1993). 

 

Finally, the rational choice perspective (Clarke and Cornish, 1985) suggests that offenders’ thoughts 

can be modelled as a formal decision, weighing up potential rewards or benefits of a successful crime with 

the potential risks or costs if apprehended. In this manner, a crime will only be committed if it is perceived 

as profitable. Although it has been shown that this is rarely the case and instead offenders tend to focus on 

the rewards and underestimate or even neglect the risks – Vito et al. (2007) provide examples from the 

literature documenting interviews with offenders which support this view – rational choice theory still has 

value in criminology because there is evidence of rationality in choice of area to burgle or the specific 

targets to approach. 

These three theories largely agree on the mechanisms that lead to the spatio-temporal patterns of 

crime. Importantly, each theory emphasises the individual-level nature of crime occurrences; crimes are 

the result of the behaviour of individual people and framed in complex, highly varying, environments. 

This theoretical conclusion has important implications for the choice of modelling methodology for crime 

analysis, as discussed below.  

2.2  Traditional Methods of Modelling Crime 

Crime analysis in a “traditional” sense – following the work of Guerry (1831) and Quetelet (1842) – 

uses aggregate crime rates or counts as the dependent variable in, for example, a regression 

equation (Brantingham and Brantingham, 1998; Groff, 2007a). The statistical methods used are numerous 

and constantly changing, but they share many similarities. Typically, there is one dependent variable of 

interest (i.e. crime rates) and model accuracy is usually determined through goodness-of-fit statistics such 

as the mean absolute error, root mean squared error, or a regression line, which is fit to the data; R2 is then 

calculated to determine the amount of variance explained. A review has been undertaken by Kongmuang 

(2006). However, statistical models also have drawbacks including: 
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• System complexity. Although linear models are “computationally convenient” (Eck and Liu, 2008), 

they cannot capture the dynamics of complex systems. For example, statistical models generally utilise 

simple functional relationships and fail to capture the effect of the historical path of individuals and its 

effect on their behaviour. ABMs on the other hand, can represent complex real world interactions 

including personal histories.  

• The importance of “place”. Although the use of disaggregate data is becoming more common with 

the growth of ‘crime at place’ research (Weisburd et al. 2009) – recent studies have analysed crime at 

the household (Tseloni, 2006) and street (Johnson and Bowers, 2009) levels – many techniques still 

use spatially aggregated data and therefore struggle to account for the micro-effects that may result in a 

significant variation in crimes on a street by street basis (Andresen and Malleson, 2011).  

• Spatial realism. Euclidean distance is often used which does not take road networks or impassable 

barriers (e.g. major roads or rivers) into account. These will influence where people travel, their 

internal awareness spaces, and where they are likely to commit crime.  

In summary, statistical approaches face difficulties with representing the dynamic processes that drive 

the system under study: that of individual incidents located in a specific time and space involving 

individual people. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions regarding how the individual behaviour of 

victims or offenders may be affecting the occurrence and rate of crime. The most natural approach to 

modelling complex systems is to simulate the individual units directly, allowing them to interact as they 

would do in reality (Bonabeau, 2002). Agent-based modelling provides the means to achieve this goal 

through modelling dynamic processes at the micro level; offering a complimentary approach that is better 

suited to the examination of dynamic systems.. The behaviour of burglars, victims, guardians, etc. can be 

modelled explicitly, in a rich environment that closely reflects the real world and emphasises the 

importance of “place” and of an individual’s unique circumstances and behavioural traits.  

2.3  Agent-Based Crime Modelling 

An ABM is a type of computer simulation comprised of autonomous, decision making entities called 

‘agents’. Each agent is an individual object able to act independently of central control and can therefore 

represent a virtual ‘person’. As the model iterates, each agent has the ability to assess its circumstances 

and make an informed/educated decision about its future course of action (Bonabeau, 2002). Agents are 

placed in a virtual environment (which are commonly spatial) in which they can move around and interact 

with other agents. Through these mechanisms, more realistic human behaviour can be incorporated (Moss 

and Edmonds, 2005) and models can be used to create systems which mimic real scenarios.  

ABMs have been applied to many subject areas but only recently to crime. Nevertheless, the 

application areas are broad; models include simulations of drug markets (Dray et al., 2008), repeat 

victimisation (Johnson, 2008; Pitcher and Johnson, 2011) street robbery (Liu et al., 2005; Groff, 2007a, 

2007b, 2008) and burglary (Birks et al., 2008; Hayslett-McCall et al., 2008; Malleson et al., 2009). More 
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details can be found in Liu and Eck (2008) and Groff and Mazerolle (2008). In general the model 

presented here improves upon the existing published examples by: 

• Enhancing the behaviour of the offenders through a comprehensive cognitive framework (as 

discussed in Section 3.2) which provides agents with a rich behavioural model. Although Birks 

et al. (2008) made use of a simpler framework, other research which makes use of more realistic 

environments – e.g. Groff (2007a,b 2008) and Hayslett-McCall et al. (2008) – have not attempted 

this. Other models use agents whose behaviour is partly pre-determined, such that agents do not 

change their behaviour if their circumstances change whilst performing a particular action. Here, 

an agent can “change their mind” at any time, abandoning a chosen course of action in favour of 

another if internal or external factors change. 

• Improving the realism of the environment. Although other models have started to make use of 

real-world environmental data, the research presented here includes the widest variety of both 

physical and social environment attributes. In addition, this model incorporates a comprehensive 

representation of the transport network (including the ability for car, foot and public transport 

travel) which is absent from other models but important to realistically account for offender 

awareness and activitiy spaces. 

3  MODEL OUTLINE 

The model consists of two major parts: the environment and the agents. Section 3.1 will address the 

environment – indicating how it is able to represent the “environmental backcloth” (Brantingham and 

Brantingham, 1993) – and Section 3.2 will outline the structure of the virtual agents, illustrating how they 

have been developed to simulate the behavioural characteristics of real burglars. 

3.1  Constructing the Virtual Environment 

In an ABM, the virtual environment represents that space that the agents inhabit. In this application, 

the environment is spatial and has two major requirements: it must allow the agents to travel from one 

place to another using the available transport networks and it must also incorporate the important factors 

that form the environmental backcloth. To accommodate these requirements, the environment consists of 

the transport layer, which is used by the agents to navigate the environment; the individual properties 

layer, which contains the potential burglary targets (i.e. individual houses); and the communities layer, 

which is used to account for the effects of environmental factors such as community cohesion.  

3.1.1  The Individual Properties Layer 

It has been shown that the physical form of an area, including natural features and the design of the 

built environment (Jeffery, 1971; Newman, 1972), has a significant impact on local communities and on 

crime (Bottoms et al., 1992). Modern ‘crime at place’ research, in particular, emphasises the importance 

of including high-resolution data about a local area (see, for example, Armitage, 2011). The individual 
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properties layer encapsulates some of these features by representing the physical attributes of individual 

houses* that might increase or reduce their burglary risk. Establishing the vulnerability of a house is non-

trivial, however, as there are a variety of factors that can influence a potential burglar’s decision regarding 

whether or not to burgle. Table 1 lists the variables that have been chosen to express household burglary 

risk in this research, their empirical justification and the direction of their effect on household 

vulnerability to burglary. The datasets drawn together for this specific study are discussed in Section 4. 

Table 1: Household variables and their theoretical support. 

House Variable Justification for use 

Accessibility 

Refers to building features that 

directly affect the difficulty of 

entering the property. 

In the model, highly accessible 

buildings are easier for a burglar 

agent to enter and therefore have a 

higher burglary risk. 

Qualitative research (Cromwell et al. 1991; Wright and Decker, 

1996) has found that burglars favour properties that are easy to 

enter. This can be affected by the number of potential entry points; 

terraced houses (Felson, 2002) , ground floor corner flats (Robinson 

and Robinson, 1997) and single-family dwellings (Bernasco and 

Nieuwbeerta, 2005) have been found have a higher burglary risk. 

Physical target hardening (i.e. reducing the ease of access to the 

property) and educating victims have been found to reduce risk in a 

wide variety of contexts (Weisel, 2002; Hirschfield, 2004; 

Hamilton-Smith and Kent, 2005; Nicholas et al., 2005; Newton 

et al., 2008). 

Security 

A measure of the effective physical 

security of the house. High 

security lowers the burglary risk. 

Although closely related to the accessibility variable, a separate 

variable for security is used in this research so that physical building 

characteristics can be separated from security measures (e.g. burglar 

alarms). 

Visibility  

A measure of how visible the 

house is to neighbours and passers-

by who can act as suitable 

guardians and deter a potential 

burglar. Visibility reduces the 

victimisation risk. 

Also known as “surveillability” (Cromwell et al., 1991), a variety of 

research suggests that properties which are obscured from the view 

of neighbours and passers-by are more vulnerable (Mayhew, 1984; 

Brown and Bentley, 1993; Weisel, 2002; Felson, 2002; Cromwell 

and Olson, 2005). 

Traffic volume 

A measure of the amount of 

pedestrian or vehicle traffic outside 

the house; high levels make it 

Although similar to the visibility variable, a separate variable is used 

to represent the estimated traffic volume so that the physical 

attributes that effect household visibility (such as vegetation) can be 

isolated from the number of people who are likely to pass a 

                                                        

* Here, a ‘house’ refers to a property which can contain one or more separate living areas but is not a block of flats (blocks of 

flats are excluded at present). 
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difficult to gain access to a 

property without being seen and 

reduces a house’s burglary 

vulnerability. 

property. For example, a property might be very visible to passers-

by but actually have very little traffic passing it. It is important to 

note that although a high value for the traffic volume variable 

reduces household burglary risk; it is possible that houses on busy 

roads are more likely to be passed by the burglar agents in the first 

place, which will indirectly increase their risk. Agent-based 

modelling is an ideal methodology to capture these types of non-

trivial and relationships. 

Occupancy 

A measure of occupancy as 

burglars are less likely to enter 

properties that are occupied. 

Occupancy reduces a household’s 

burglary risk. 

Many qualitative (Cromwell et al., 1991; Brown and Bentley, 1993) 

and quantitative (Kent et al., 2006) studies have found that most 

burglars will not intentionally enter a property if it is 

occupied (Wright and Decker, 1996). 

 

3.1.2  The Communities Layer 

Although the physical environment has a significant effect on burglar behaviour, the complexity of the 

environmental backcloth extends well beyond simple physical factors. It is also important to consider the 

social factors that surround a crime event. As Bottoms et al. (1992, page 118) comment, “communities, 

like individuals, can have careers in crime”. Therefore to truly capture the dynamics of modern 

environmental criminology theory, it is necessary to model the individual behaviour of all the people who 

make up a community and could, in theory, be involved with a crime event. However, it is beyond the 

scope of this research to model every person in a city and hence the communities layer will be used to 

estimate the behaviour of other people whose presence might deter a potential burglar. Table 2 outlines 

the variables that make up the layer. 

Table 2: Community variables and the justification for their use in a model. 

Community Variable Justification for use 

Collective Efficacy 

A measure of how cohesive a community 

is and how likely the residents are notice 

and intervene in potential crimes. 

In the model, houses located in areas with 

a high collective efficacy will have a 

lower vulnerability to burglary. 

Levels of community cohesion have been citied as important 

determinants of crime since the 1940s (Shaw and McKay, 

1942) through to the 1970s and ’80s (Jeffery, 1971; Newman, 

1972; Wilson and Kelling, 1982). Recent quantitative 

research also points to a link between crime and community 

cohesion (Sampson et al., 1997). In this research, collective 

efficacy is estimated from concentrated disadvantage, 

residential stability and ethnic heterogeneity (following Shaw 

and McKay, 1969; Sampson et al., 1997; Bernasco and 
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Luykx, 2003; Browning et al., 2004). 

Attractiveness 

A measure of the abundance of valuable 

goods within houses in an area. 

Community attractiveness increases 

household burglary risk. 

Burglar interviews (Cromwell et al., 1991; Wright and 

Decker, 1996) as well as quantitative research (Wilkström, 

1991; Bowers and Hirschfield, 1999; Bernasco and Luykx, 

2003; Snook, 2004) suggest that areas with a high 

socioeconomic status are attractive to burglars*.  

Occupancy 

An estimate of the probability of houses 

in the community being occupied at a 

given time. High occupancy is assumed 

to reduce burglary risk. 

Numerous studies (Cromwell et al., 1991; Wright and 

Decker, 1996; Brown and Bentley, 1993, Kent, 2006) have 

found that increasing signs of occupancy is a means of 

reducing burglary risk. 

Sociotype 

A numerical description of the “type” of 

the community. When agents in the 

model assess household burglary 

vulnerability, they consider how similar 

the area is to that which they live in. If 

the areas are similar then the houses are 

more likely to be burgled by that 

individual agent. 

Interviews suggest that a person is less likely to burgle in an 

area that they feel they stand out in (Wright and Decker 

1996). To account for this, the sociotype for each community 

is a vector made up of all the available sociodemographic 

data and the difference between two communities is the 

Euclidean distance between the two vectors. 

 

When deciding whether or not to commit a burglary, an agent takes all the household and community 

variables into account for each individual house they travel past. However, it must be noted that, due to 

the lack of individual-level household data, in the results discussed later (Sections 5 and 6) the values for 

the household variables occupancy and attractiveness are homogeneous for every house in a community. 

This is because the socioeconomic data that can be used to estimate the variables are released as part of 

the UK census and are therefore only available at aggregate levels (the UK census Output Areas are used 

as community boundaries here). Work is currently underway to generate individual-level data that can be 

used to improve the representation of victims in the model (Malleson and Birkin, 2011). 

                                                        

* It is important to note that although some studies suggest that areas with a high socioeconomic status are more attractive to 

burglars, it is often the case that deprived areas exhibit the highest burglary rates because they house larger numbers of 

offenders who do not travel far. Here this contradiction is  addressed through the use of distance decay whereby the 

attractiveness of a distant neighbourhood is weighed against its distance from the burglar agent (see Section 3.2). 
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3.1.3  The Transport Layer 

As mentioned previously, crime models often use Euclidean distance to represent space. This 

precludes the incorporation of features such as roads and the public transport network that shape a 

person’s awareness of their environment. Therefore the model outlined here includes a realistic transport 

network consisting of roads (to be driven or walked), bus routes and train lines. Also, the speed of an 

agent varies by type of transport available such that car drivers on major roads can travel more quickly 

than those on minor roads. This is important because it is possible that a journey is a shorter distance on 

minor roads, but has a quicker time on major roads and hence the person’s awareness space may be 

restricted to the major road route. Public transport routes (buses and trains) are included in a similar 

manner to walking/driving routes, with the exception that the network must be joined and left at specific 

stops. For example, Figure 2 depicts the patterns produced by a single virtual burglar when they do and do 

not have access to public transport.  

 

 

Figure 2: Illustrating the effects of a virtual public transport network on burglary locations in a hypothetical environment 

(using real GIS road data). 

3.2  Building Realistic Agents 

Accounting for the “soft factors” exhibited by humans – such as seemingly irrational behaviours and 

complex psychology (Bonabeau, 2002) – can be problematic, particularly because they must be defined 

explicitly in models which work at the micro-level (O’Sullivan and Haklay, 2000). Fortunately there are 

published cognitive frameworks to assist with simulating human behaviour in a computer model. In this 

application the PECS framework is used, whereby agents have a number of motives that vary in strength; 

at any point in time the strongest motive is the one that drives an agent’s behaviour.  

The first decision to make is which motives to include. Research suggests that it is common for a 

burglar to become aware of a burglary target by passing one on a routine activity and so it must be decided 
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which behaviours are used to make up a burglar’s daily routine activities. Two common drivers for 

burglary are the need to support a drug addiction (Scarr, 1973; Cromwell et al., 1991; Hearnden and 

Magill, 2003) and to socialise (Scarr, 1973; Wright and Decker, 1996, 2005). Three obvious choices for 

motives are therefore: 

1. Drugs – the level of substances in an agent’s system; this will be higher in the periods following 

drug use and decline over time. If required, agents can purchase drugs from dealers.  

2. Social – a measure of the amount of socialising an agent has done; as with drugs this will 

deteriorate over time and costs money. An agent can spend time socialising in specified places 

(i.e. bars or friends’ houses). 

3. Sleep – a measure of how in need of sleep an agent is. Agents can seek sleep at home when they 

require it. The sleep motive is a means of normalising the agent’s behaviour, without it they 

would have no need to ever travel home. Also, the need to sleep is generally stronger at night 

which helps to enforce more realistic temporal behaviour on the agents (Malleson et al., 2010). 

Although reducing the entire range of human behaviour into these three drivers is a vast 

simplification, these variables are sufficient for creating simple daily burglar behaviour. The simple 

structure nevertheless represents an improvement in terms of behavioural realism over existing agent-

based crime models (e.g. Groff, 2007a; Birks et al., 2008; Hayslett-McCall et al., 2008; Malleson et al., 

2009). Also, because the PECS framework is modular it is easy to add or remove different types of 

behaviour as appropriate and the future potential for improved behaviour is broad.  

Agents start the simulation at home with low motivation levels (i.e. they are satisfied and are not 

motivated to perform an action). Over time, their motivation levels increase and they become motivated to 

perform an action (sleep, take drugs or socialise). The simulation is configured so that on a typical day, an 

agent must sleep for eight hours, socialise for two hours and purchase drugs once.  To purchase drugs or 

to socialise requires money which must be sought through burglary. At present the income gained from a 

single burglary is constant and sufficient to allow the agent to purchase drugs and socialise once. Hence, 

on average, an agent will burgle once per day. However, the probability of committing a burglary depends 

on the suitability of the houses that the agent passes and how highly motivated they are at the time, so they 

will have days where no burglary takes place. Over time they become more desperate as motives increase 

regardless, hence there will be other days when multiple burglaries take place. In this sense the agents are 

truly autonomous; the amount of time they spend performing different activities depends entirely on their 

own behaviour with no central control.  

The model currently runs for a fixed number of time steps, during which period the criminals will 

commit crimes. The number of model iterations per simulated day is configurable but one iteration 

equates to one minute of simulated time here (e.g. there are 60*24=1440 iterations per day). Each model is 

run for 30 simulated days (43,200 iterations) which is sufficient time for the resulting crime patterns to 

become stable – running the model for longer does not influence the results. Although the number of 

crimes that an agent will commit is not fixed, it will be similar for different agents and across different 
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simulations because the rate at which the agents’ desires increase is constant. Future work will look at 

giving offenders more individual drivers. 

Agents do not have global knowledge of all the houses and communities in the environment; they are 

only ‘aware’ of those that they have passed whilst travelling. At the start of the simulation, agents will 

travel to social locations or drug dealers – they begin the simulation with sufficient wealth for this –  so 

their initial awareness space consists of the buildings and communities that they pass on the way to these 

places. As the simulation continues their social locations can change (this will be discussed in Section 5.1) 

and hence their awareness space expands. Also, burglary involves some searching which can also increase 

the areas covered by awareness spaces. 

The process of burglary is broken down into three parts (Figure 3) and the first decision is where to 

start the search. To decide this, an agent considers every community that they are aware of and calculates 

the probability, P, of travelling to a community, c, from their current location in community, a, as follows: 

𝑃! ∝
!

!"#$ !,!
+ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 ℎ, 𝑎 + 𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 ℎ, 𝑎 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐 𝑎

   (1) 

where, h is the home area of the agent (the community in which they live), dist(c,a) represents the distance 

to the target community from the agent’s current location, attract(h,a) is the affluence of the target 

community relative to where the agent lives (attractiveness is greater if the agent lives in a more deprived 

area) and prevSucc(a) is a measure of how successful they have been at burgling in community a in the 

past. The socialDiff(h,a) term represents the demographic difference between the agent’s home 

neighbourhood (h) and a, (the difference in their sociotypes). This is the Euclidean distance between all 

the demographic variables that make up the two sociotypes; in this manner agents are more confident at 

burgling areas that are similar, socially, to where they live. It is possible that one or all of the terms in 

equation (1) can be 0, so the model is purposely additive – if one value is zero it should not rule out the 

possiblility of looking for a target in community c, just make it less likely. The community with the largest 

value for P is chosen by the agent as the place for them to start their search. 

   

Figure 3: The environmental variables that dictate where an agent will start to search for a burglary target and whether or not 

they decide to burgle the individual houses that they pass. 
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The second stage in the burglary process involves travelling to the chosen area and searching. This 

approach treats burglars as “optimal foragers” (Johnson and Bowers, 2004; Bernasco and Nieuwbeerta, 

2005). Research has shown that burglars exhibit discernible search patterns (Johnson and Bowers, 2004; 

Brantingham and Tita, 2006) and in this model the burglars’ search pattern is similar to the “tear-drop” 

identified by Rengert (1996). The burglar searches on the way to their chosen community; then once they 

reach the area they search in a “bulls-eye” expanding circle so that the overall pattern looks like a teardrop 

connecting the agent’s starting position and the location that marks the start of the bulls-eye search. If an 

agent has not found a target within a certain amount of time, the burglary process is repeated; the agent 

chooses a new start location, travels there and begins the search again. 

Throughout the entire burglary process, the agents observe each house that they pass and determine 

whether or not each one is suitable for burglary. The variables that influence suitability are illustrated in 

Figure 3 and the overall suitability, S, of each house, i, is simply the sum of the relevant household and 

community variables: 

𝑆! = 𝐶𝐸! + 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒! + 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦! + 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦! + 𝑉𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦! + 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦!  (2) 

where CEi is the collective efficacy of the community that the house is located in. All variables are 

normalised to the range 0 – 1 and, with the exception of occupancy, are unique for each house. Rather 

than attempting to simulate the daily habits of all people in the city as well as just the burglars, occupancy 

is estimated from community demographics. Four groups were identified as having different occupancy 

patterns to ‘normal’ employees (whose houses are assumed to be empty between 9am and 5pm): students, 

unemployed, part-time workers and families. The proportions of these groups in an area have the 

following effects on occupancy: students increase occupancy during the day but decrease it at night when 

they are socialising (Robinson and Robinson, 1997); unemployed increased occupancy during the day; 

part time workers have slightly increased occupancy during the day (but less than unemployed) and; 

families have decreased occupancy around school opening and closing times but increased occupancy at 

other times in the day. 

When deciding whether or not to commit a burglary, the suitability of each house is compared to the 

strength of the motive that is driving the agent. As the strength of the motive overtakes the suitability of 

the house, the agent commits a burglary. Therefore a “desperate” agent is more likely to burgle a house 

that has a low suitability level; a decision they might not have made if their motive had not been so strong.  

4  DATA AND THE STUDY AREA  

The model can be applied to any region for which appropriate data is available (e.g. Vancouver: 

Malleson and Brantingham, 2009) and in this paper the experiments apply to an area of approximately 

1700 hectares in the city of Leeds, UK. The study area (Figure 4) is situated in the large, ongoing urban 

regeneration scheme called EASEL (East and South-East Leeds). EASEL contains some of the most 

deprived neighbourhoods in the country and, therefore, Leeds City Council has instigated an ambitious 

urban renewal scheme (EASEL Team, 2007). Among other things, the scheme will build hundreds of new 
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houses to attract new tenants and construct new roads, transport links and employment opportunities. As 

Beavon et al. (1994) note: “cities create the backdrop for crime through their control of roads, commercial 

development, housing, building costs and transportation networks” which makes EASEL an ideal 

candidate for crime forecasting using this model. Although the scheme is still underway at the time of 

writing, future work will be able to re-evaluate simulation results. Table 3 outlines the data required by the 

model for the Leeds simulation, all of which is available for England and most for the entire country so 

could be used to simulate any UK urban area. 

 

 

Figure 4: Leeds, UK, and the EASEL area. 

 

 Table 3: Data required by the model and sources for the Leeds simulation. For extensive details regarding how the 

layers were derived from real data see Malleson (2010). 

Required data Source and description 

Community-level Data 

Socio-deomographic 

data 

Data required to build a representation of communities:   

• 2001 UK census (Rees et al., 2002)  

• The Output Area Classification (Vickers and Rees, 2006, 2007)  

 

Deprivation data Specific deprivation data used to estimate community cohesion:   

• The Index of Multiple Deprivation (Noble et al., 2004)  

 

Areal boundaries Geographic data for community boundaries:   
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• Census Output Area (OA) boundaries  

Household-level Data 

Buildings The location and types of buildings (e.g. house, shop, etc): 

• Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMap Topographic Area layer (Ordnance 

Survey, 2009)  

• OS MasterMap Address Point data (Ordnance Survey, 2009)  

Transport Network Data 

Road network The road network:   

• OS MasterMap Integrated Transport Network (ITN) layer (Ordnance 

Survey, 2009) 

 

In addition, crime data are required for the locations of drug dealers and to provide the number of 

expected burglaries for validation of the simulations. The data consist of all crimes recorded by the police 

in the Leeds area for the period 1st April 2000 to 31st March 2001 (chosen to coincide with the 2001 UK 

census). There are a number of implications for using this type of data in research as not all crime is 

reported to the police in the first place – even if it is reported, the crime might not necessarily be recorded 

by the police – and human error in address recording might mean that some crime data are not geocoded 

properly. Fortunately, burglary often has high reporting rates – the British Crime Survey suggests 69% in 

2010/11 (Chaplin et al. 2011) – and the data were cleaned extensively by the police before use so these 

problems are limited. 

5  THE SIMULATION SCENARIO AND MODEL 

CALIBRATION 

5.1 Model Setup 

To limit boundary effects the simulation area extends for 1km beyond the EASEL boundary (see 

Figure 5), but any crimes committed outside this area are disregarded. Drug dealer locations were 

established directly from the crime data by creating a virtual dealer address for every point in the data set 

where a drug dealing-related crime had been recorded. Social locations were set to buildings classified as 

“restaurants and cafes” and “public houses and bars”. Future work will improve the definition of a social 

locations, including the possibility of inter-agent socialising (i.e. visiting friends’ houses). The starting 

locations and number of offender agents were also determined directly from the crime data, creating a 

point for every known burglar in the offender data for the period 2001 – 2002. This results in 273 burglar 

agents in an area of approximately 30,000 households. Because offender addresses are only available at 

the postcode level, each address in the model is actually a house chosen at random within the postcode 

area.  Future work will attempt to capture these populations more accurately. 
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Figure 5: The locations of different building types, established from crime, census and land-use data. (Note that to preserve 

anonymity, drug dealer points on the map have been perturbed). 

 

It is also necessary to decide where an agent chooses to travel if they need to visit a drug dealer or to 

socialise. This is one of the most difficult features to estimate as there is very limited data which can assist 

with the assumptions. An agent is assigned a drug dealer at random and always uses the same one. It is 

likely that in reality a person builds a preference for certain dealers but often travels to different addresses 

depending on the abundance of supply; an avenue for future research. With regards to social locations it is 

possible that any agent can visit any social location, but they are more likely to visit one that is in a 

community of a similar type to their own. Again this is likely to be too simplistic but can be investigated 

further. Section 7 will discuss the implications of having to make such broad assumptions in the context of 

the agent-based methodology. 

5.2  Evaluating the Model 

 The use of complex models, such as that described here, can actually detract from our understanding 

of the theories that drive them if their processes and dynamics are not fully understood (Elffers and van 

Baal, 2008). To alleviate these problems, the model was thoroughly verified in a variety of different types 

of envionment and tested against real data. The expected (real crime data) and simulated datasets (after 
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calibration), along with the differences between are compared in Figure 6.  The model generally shows an 

improvement over a regression model (Malleson, 2010, page 200) and is deemed acceptable for predictive 

modelling. Of course any policy recommendations must be made with care as there is always a degree of 

error to the simulation result, which is discussed further in Section 7.  

 

Figure 6: Comparing simulated results (after calibration) to real burglary data. In the expanding cell comparison, square grids 

are overlaid and the difference between the two point datasets in each cell calculated. This reduces the effects of the Modifiable 

Areal Unit Problem (MAUP: Openshaw, 1984) and creates a fuzzy spatial error estimate. 

 

5.3  Experimental Scenario 

Work was heavily underway on two particular sites in the greater EASEL area during this research, 

which were therefore chosen for the simulation scenario. Houses in the areas have been demolished and 

are being replaced with new buildings and new road layouts. The model was used to create an estimate of 

the effects of the regeneration project on future burglary rates by creating a new virtual urban environment 

based on housing architectural plans provided by the developers. The scenario here is ‘optimistic’; it 
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assumes that the aims of the regeneration scheme – to attract a variety of people and create a cohesive 

community (EASEL Team, 2007) – will be successful. With hindsight these optimistic assumptions might 

prove false, but the purpose of this research is to predict the changing patterns of residential burglary 

under assumptions provided by policy makers. Therefore, the virtual environment was changed to match 

the areas under development as follows: 

• Buildings and roads will be constructed in the virtual environment to reflect the planned layout 

(based on real development plans).  

• The communities in the development areas were set to an average ‘typical traits’ group to reflect 

the influx of a variety of people; 

• To reflect the planned cohesive new communities, the collective efficacy environmental variable 

was increased to 1.0 (highest possible value) to create highly cohesive virtual communities which 

reduces suitability of all houses in the community to burglars (see equation 2);  

• Building security was set to a high value (1.0) to reflect the high security of all new buildings;  

6  RESULTS 

This section will discuss the outcomes of the regeneration simulation by comparing the results of the 

simulation before and after the regeneration environment changes. Because the simulation is probabilistic, 

the results described are actually the total of 50 individual simulations. Total crime is not predicted but 

instead the model runs can be used to reflect on the location of crimes and the development of new 

hotspots under urban regeneration.  

Figure 7 maps the outcome of a comparison of crime patterns before and after the regeneration of sites 

A and B. In the areas of the regeneration sites, it appears that crime has generally decreased. This is 

expected because the environmental changes (increased household security and community collective 

efficacy) mean that houses in these areas are more difficult to burgle. The most interesting finding from 

Figure 7 is that there are a small number of houses that suffer a large increase in burglary as a direct result 

of the regeneration. The effect is highly localised which is unusual because it might be expected that any 

crime displacement would be more evenly distributed into the surrounding area (e.g. Malleson et al., 

2009). 
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Figure 7: Individual houses that were found to be susceptible to burglary. The areas that are demarked by black lines indicate 

the exact extents of sites A and B (which are where the new EASEL houses are being constructed). 

 

To explore this result in more detail, the analysis will focus on the area to the north of site B as it 

suffers the largest relative increase in burglaries. It is clear that there are many houses close to the 

development site that do not suffer high levels of victimisation after the regeneration and therefore some 

of the risk might be attributed to the physical attributes of the houses (i.e. their visibility or accessibility). 

Figure 8(a) shows the difference in the number of burglaries per household before and after the 

regeneration. Negative (green) numbers illustrate a drop in burglary after regeneneration and positive 

numbers (red) are indicitative of an increase. There are two houses, in particular, that have a substantially 

higher burglary count after regeneration. To assess why this might be the case, Figure8(b) illustrates the 

household burglary risk which is estimated from the mean of the variables that feature in an agent’s 

burglary decision: accessibility, visibility, security, traffic volume and collective efficacy (note that 

occupancy is not included in this estimate because it changes depending on the time of day). It appears 

that the highly victimised houses have a risk that is higher than that of their direct neighbours but, as 

illustrated by the frequency distribution in Figure 8(c), one that is only slightly higher than average. Hence 

the household parameters do not sufficiently explain why burglary rates should be so much higher in those 

two houses; there must be other explanations for the burglary increase.  
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Figure 8: Comparing the difference in burglaries before and after the simulated regeneration to estimated household risk in 

regeneration site B. The histogram illustrates the risk of the highlighted buildings in relation to all other buildings in the 

environment. The areas that are demarked by black lines show part of regeneration site B which has had new buildings 

constructed within it. 

A further procedure to assess why certain individual houses have considerably higher burglary rates is 

to observe the travel patterns of some of the simulated burglars. This makes it possible to determine 

whether or not the regeneration has changed the behaviour of the burglar agents and, as a consequence, 

led to an increased number of burglaries in certain houses. In other words, it could be the post-

regeneration urban form of the area, rather than the attributes of the houses themselves, that increase their 

risk. To this end, Figure 9 plots, as examples, the movements of two randomly chosen agents who both 

comitted a burglary in the high-risk houses. For these agents, there were many minor roads in the 

regeneration area and its surroundings that they did not explore . However, the highly-burgled houses are 

situated on a main road that runs along the northern boundary of the regeneration area that was regularly 

used by the agents as part of their routine activities. Furthermore, a close inspection of Figure 9 indicates 

that the agents passed the houses whilst looking for a burglary target, not necessarily during legitimate 

travels on some other business (such as travelling to a social location), but within the area known from 

their routine activities. 
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Figure 9: An illustration of the movement patterns of two randomly chosen offenders who both comitted a burglary in one of 

the two highly victimised houses. Colours indicate the motivation for travelling. Note that time is not displayed, the figure 

illustrates all journeys made by the agents throughout the simulation. 

 

Therefore it is plausible that the EASEL changes attracted the burglar agents to the area specifically 

for burglary purposes and the location of the houses on the main road meant that they were certain to be 

noticed by the agents whereas other houses were not. Hence it is apparent that the houses which had been 

highly victimised attain part of their risk from their location in space. These findings are strongly 

supported by the criminology theory. In the cases where the houses do not feature in a burglar’s awareness 

space – because they have not been passed on burglar’s routine activities – they have a relatively low 

burglary risk. Once a burglar becomes aware of the houses near the regeneration area, however, their risk 

increases. Nevertheless, the theories in isolation could not have predicted which individual houses in the 

regeneration area might be susceptible to burglary. Only when the theories have been implemented in a 

model that is able to account for the low-level dynamics of the burglary system can specific real-world 

predictions such as this be made. Although other models could have predicted displacement into the area 

surrounding a regeneration, identifying individual houses that might suffer the highest risk is a novel 

accomplishment for a computer model.  

7  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a novel burglary simulation operating at the level of the individual (burglar 

and house) which takes account of the complex individual-level dynamics of the crime system. As with 

any type of model, there is a degree of error associated with the results. Rather than indicating a failure of 

the model, however, it is possible that in certain areas the theoretical assumptions upon which the model is 

based are not applicable. For example, following a discussion with local crime experts (Safer Leeds, 

2009), experience suggests that in some neighbourhoods burglars are motivated by non-monetary 

incentives (i.e. to intimidate residents). However, the burglars in the model are motivated by monetary 
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gains (e.g. to sustain a drug addiction). In this case, therefore, the model was able to demonstrate where 

common assumptions about burglary fail and thus where crime reduction initiatives that have been 

successful in other areas might have to be adapted to match this variety in offender motivation. 

Although the research is able to explicitly model the behaviour of individual burglars, this also has 

some drawbacks. For example, assumptions not present in simpler models must be defined explicitly here. 

It must be decided how much time agents should spend socialising, what they do (and where they go) 

during the day etc. The advantages of high model complexity and flexibility are tempered by the difficulty 

of finding suitable values for these parameters based on empirical evidence. This points to the need for 

further empirical research to investigate who a ‘potential burglar’ is and what their daily habits are. There 

is also no mechanism for cooperative burglary by the offenders; each agent works individually. It is likely 

that, in the real world, there will be some forms of cooperation or at least the dissemination of burglary-

related knowledge. Similarly, although the burglary template discussed in Section 3.2 paints a 

comprehensive picture of the act of burglary, no consideration is given to how an agent converts the stolen 

goods into money afterwards. This will undoubtedly influence a person’s awareness space and will also 

have consequences for length of time before they need to commit another burglary. All these aspects are 

recommended as means of improving the model in the future. 

Despite the drawbacks, the model is able to represent the highly complex spatio-temporal dynamics of 

the crime system through the inclusion of detailed information on individual houses, communities and 

burglars. The effects of crime reduction initiatives were explored in an area of Leeds, which has obvious 

relevance to the police and other stakeholders. Such a model could form part of a planning support system 

for new crime reduction initiatives or urban developments. 
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